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Mixture Mode:
New in Mascot 1.9
• All peptide mass fingerprint searches now test for
the possibility that the sample is a mixture of
proteins.
• Mascot will automatically detect and report
statistically significant protein mixtures of up to
six components
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One of the new features in Mascot 1.9 was a mixture mode for peptide mass
fingerprints. Although it is always preferable to use MS/MS when dealing with a
complex mixture or looking for a minor component, many Mascot users had
requested us to improve the handling of a simple mixture in a peptide mass
fingerprint search.
The way this has been implemented is transparent to the user. Mascot
automatically looks for mixtures of up to six components and will report any that
are statistically significant.
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In this example, which shows a concise protein summary report, we have an
example of a simple mixture. Two proteins of similar size - possibly co-eluting on a
gel. If we want to see more detail, just click the link for the full protein summary
report
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Isn't that pretty? Matches to individual protein are colour coded.
Mascot is scoring the match for the complete set of experimental mass values to the
in silico digest products of the putative protein mixture. It isn't a subtractive
approach, where we compare the experimental mass values to one protein, remove
the matched values, and then compare the remainder with the next protein. It
would be very difficult to provide a true probability-based score for the subtractive
approach. Also, it is less accurate because, in large data sets, there are likely to be
mass values that could match to more than one of the proteins in the mixture.
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Even though we try to present the results as simply and clearly as possible, there
are times when things get complicated. In this example, we have a mixture of
keratins. Trouble is, there are many homologous keratins in the database. This
means that there are several possible combinations of high scoring proteins. Hit 1 is
a mix of keratin 16 and keratin 6A while hit 2 is a mixture of the same keratin 16
combined with keratin 6F. Hits 3 and 4 are lower scoring, but still statistically
significant improvements over the score for a single component at hit 5. To
minimise the complexity, we only show a single family member for each component
of a mixture. Otherwise, we would have a much larger number of permutations.
The good new is that this example is pretty much a worst case. Most results are
_much_ simpler
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A mixture will only be
reported if it is
statistically
significant
Otherwise, the hit list
would be swamped
with possible
mixtures
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As I mentioned earlier, a mixture will only be reported if it is statistically
significant. What does this mean?
If you think about it, you can always increase the number of matches by throwing
in additional proteins. In this example, we have a mixture of two proteins that
match 21 experimental mass values out of 32. Imagine we have another protein in
the database that could match 1 or 2 more of the unmatched values. Chances are,
the score would go down, because getting 23 or 24 matches from 3 proteins is
statistically less interesting than getting 21 matches from 2 proteins. But what
about a third protein that adds 3 or 4 or 5 more matches? At some point, the score
will start increasing. Should we report this as a possible mixture?
Probably not, because in a database of (say) 1 million proteins, there are 10^18
combinations of 3 proteins. So, it is essential to limit the results to mixtures that are
statistically significant. Otherwise, the hit list becomes swamped with meaningless
combinations that have marginally higher scores.
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To demonstrate this, we take the previous search, which used a taxonomy filter of
fungi, and repeat it against the complete MSDB database.
Even though the matches are identical, we no longer report a mixture because the
significance threshold is higher for a search of the complete database, so the
mixture is no longer significant
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What about more complex mixtures? Well, although Mascot is looking for the
possibility of up to a 6 component mixture, we haven't yet seen any real examples of
mixtures with more than 3 components.
This shows an example of a real 3 component mixture. As you can see, the mass
tolerance is nothing special, and we are only matching a total of 32 values out of 88,
yet we have an excellent score for the mixture
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The limitation we're up against is that the components need to be reasonably well
balanced. In this case, the matches are distributed 14 - 10 - 9.
The statistics of the process make it difficult or impossible to pick up a minor
component, and the situation gets worse as the number of components increases.
At the end of the day, the only way to handle a complex mixture and detect minor
components is with MS/MS. However, we hope you agree that mixture mode is a
useful addition to the Mascot peptide mass fingerprint search
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